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“…the difference was dramatic. Under
load, the transmission shifts quick and
firm, and still shifts firmly when lightly
loaded. I can promote a soft shift by
simply treading lightly on the throttle.
The shift points don’t change. Quick,
light-throttle upshifts and a lead foot
hold the transmission in lower gears
longer. The speed of the gear change
is where the difference lies. There is no
mushiness, no wondering what gear it
is going to go into, and no unnerving
slippage between gears. The
TransCommand module makes the
Ford E4OD transmission shift like a
heavy-duty transmission should. It
even tightens up that annoying lag
when the transmission is shifted from
forward to reverse.”

®

End the ‘E4OD Blues’
and Get Crisp Shifts and
Longer Transmission Life!

TRAILER BOATS MAGAZINE

The TransCommand is a fully automatic
power and load-sensing computer that
provides the Ford E4OD transmission with
shift characteristics more in keeping with
heavy-duty use.

“I am very impressed with the
improved function of the transmission
of my motorhome. The shift is much
more positive. I especially appreciate
this as I often tow a boat or a car on a
car trailer. The transmission now shifts
at a better better RPM range with less
pedal pressure required for the
downshift and the positive feel of the
shift, even under a heavy load is
remarkable.
This is an excellent product which I
highly recommend to all Ford chassis
owners.”

Each TransCommand undergoes at least
three quality-control checks.

GEOFFREY N. SHANKLIN
GLENDALE, CA

“Shifts were crisper throughout, and
when punishing the trans by going up
long, steep grades, the
TransCommand stepped in and
automatically adjusted for the
conditions, further minimizing clutch
slippage in the already hot
transmission.”

An epoxy compound makes the
TransCommand resistant to heat,
moisture and vibrations to ensure
maximum reliability.

FOUR WHEELER MAGAZINE

The E4OD, used in full-sized Ford trucks
and vans since 1989, has smooth, car-like
shift characteristics. However, many truck
owners would prefer firmer shifts—
especially when hauling large loads.
The TransCommand is the quick, efficient
cure. The electronic module senses the load
and commands the transmission to raise
the hydraulic pressure accordingly. Lightthrottle shifts are still smooth but firm,
while full-throttle or heavy-load driving
produces solid shifts that are right there.
Excessive clutch slippage is eliminated,
extending transmission life. The
TransCommand is required when using a
Sidewinder turbocharger system on an
E4OD-equipped vehicle.
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